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This is a guide to the TV game show and its history, tracing the origins of more than 450 shows

which fi rst aired in the USA. Each A-to-Z entry provides information about the rules, people and

stunts involved, prizes, etc., of the shows. ' --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition

of this title.
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The Editors of "The Encyclopedia of TV Game Shows" have done a surprisingly nice job of covering

a particular niche in the history of television programming. Except for the mania over the big prize

game shows in the early 1950's and the brief resurgence of their popularity with "Who Wants To Be

A Millionaire," game shows have mostly been the province of day time programming and

syndication. Consequently, a reference book like the Brooks and Marsh "Complete Directory to

Prime Time Network and Cable TV Shows" is only going to cover those relatively few series that

went on the air at night. "The Encyclopedia of TV Game Shows" not only has the virtue of covering

every single Game Show in the history of television, it is done with an enviable balance between the

historian's concern for air dates, hosts, assistants and rules of the game with the fans need for

compelling pop culture details and television trivia with their "Did You Know" sections. Certainly, this

is the best of both worlds collected into one reasonably priced volume. I picked up this book hoping

it would be almost as good as Brooks and Marsh, but it turns out to be much better in terms of its

particular corner of the television universe. Whatever you want to know about Game Shows,

whether it is how many were hosted by Gene Rayburn, which has been on the air the longest, or



which had the contestant who won the most money, you can bet this book has it and not even need

to worry about what is behind Curtain #2.

This book is absolutely super! When I first looked at it, I went through and found all these old game

shows I remember from when I was little that I didn't think anyone remembered (like All-Star Blitz,

Chain Reaction, The New Chain Reaction, Press Your Luck, etc.). I was truly impressed by this

book. The book is absolutely wonderful! It's a comprehensive guide to game shows from the

beginning of television to the present! It's a great reference book about game shows, plus it's great

for reminiscing about old game shows you used to watch, learning things you didn't know about

your favorite game shows, and learning about game shows that you'd never heard of before. Plus,

this book introduced me to Bill Cullen, Peter Marshall, Allen Ludden, Bert Convy, and other hosts

that I had never seen before, or saw but was too young to remember (Chain Reaction and All-Star

Blitz come to mind). In conclusion, this is a great book. The only thing I can think of that would make

this great book even better would be to add more pictures.

I must admit that I'm only 13, but I watch Game Show network a lot! I found game shows in here

that I never even heard of and ones I had forgotten about like "Press Your Luck"(used to be my

favorite). Now I can show my friends these old game shows that I watch! This book has every game

show thinkable and a little blurb about when it was started, syndicated, the rules, and the general

description. Some even have highlights of certain moments. Very well done!

"The Encyclopedia of TV Game Shows" is the bible to game shows. Over 500 game shows are

recorded in this book, full of information to rack your mind on game shows. Classic favorites from

yesterday such as "What's My Line?", "I've Got a Secret", "Beat the Clock", "Strike It Rich", and

"Twenty-One" are included with current favorites such as "Wheel of Fortune", "The Price is Right",

"Jeopardy", "Family Feud", "Hollywood Squares", and "Pyramid". Included also is information on the

celebrities who guest stared on the game shows, the personalities and a synopsis of their careers,

airdates of the shows, what network they were on, the rules, the different versions, and even the

prizes won and funny moments or bloppers that happened on the show. The book also includes

information on awards won, a tribute to Mark Goodson, a brief history of game shows, and over 170

photographs to help you remember. The only negative things about the book was that some shows

were short-changed ("Press Your Luck" for example, they should have talked about Michael Larson

and the different whammies), and it hasn't been updated, so some shows are MIA ("Millionaire",



"Weakest Link", "Blind Date", updated versions of old shows, etc.), but these are minor things that

don't hurt the book much at all. In 60 seconds and for the grand prize:-How many shows did Bill

Cullen host?-Who hosted "All-Star Blitz?"-What game show was on CBS in the 1990's for only one

episode?-What three game shows did game show announcer Johnny Gilbert host?-What was the

orignial format of "Wheel of Fortune?"-What host brought the Beatles to L.A.?-What game show had

a town named after it?-What game show was made into an ice cream by Baskin-Robbins?You will

learn the answer to these quesions and more by reading this book. It's a lot of fun and you won't be

able to put it down.

An important book for any TV GAME SHOW FAN!This book lists ALL game shows from the start of

TV until the publshing date. (I can't wait for the fourth edition.) This book includes all detailed

information about each show including air dates, hosts , announcers even music theme names. It

also contains great photos from shows... even more than the second edition. IF YOU LIKE GAME

SHOWS YOU'LL LOVE THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF TV GAME SHOWS!
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